
CELEBRITIES IN ADVERTISING

Whether it is a pop singer promoting soft drinks or a celebrity influencer showcasing products on social media, celebrity
advertising is hard to ignore. Celebrities.

As impactful as the presence of influencers is, it still needs to remain just a portion of a multi-channel
approach in order to maximize its impact on the audience of a particular brand. Therefore, ethically they are
trusting the brand and showing potential consumers the effects of the product and making the advertisement
more believable. Puma SE have recently increased their digital marketing campaigns through the use of
sponsored adverts and endorsements on Instagram. If you want to get as much bang for your advertising buck
as possible, it helps to understand the effect celebrities have on advertisements. In some cases, there is no
connection between the product and the celebrity, which can become an effective or a defective result due to
the position and relevance of the product. However, the social networking site Instagram is now often used as
a platform for businesses to market products or services either through a third parties page, such as a celebrate,
or directly through their own Instagram page. If consumers are not convinced that celebrities are sincere about
an endorsement, it can negatively impact the brand. Typically, these trade cards would be given to consumers
with the product or would be inserted on the packaging of the product itself, which would feature celebrities
such as actors or sport stars. Keel and Nataraajan state that mono-branding is commonly used to expand the
customer base, or to extend the brands. Nike is a great example of using celebrity endorsements to boost sales.
They think that if the celebrity likes a brand they do, that they should like the celebrity too. The latter may be
users of competitive brands. They desire to be like the celebrity, which influences the sale. Rather than a
celebrity endorser who is promoting the brand just because of their social status and there is no relevance
between the product and the celebrity Popescu, G. This concludes the reason as to why Adidas is their main
sponsor â€” they want to be a part of the 'All Blacks' fame and success. Popular celebrities often work best
because they naturally generate lots of attention. A communication channel is any means through which a
company communicates its offerings to consumers. These days, a celebrity advertisement can tap into the
social media following of celebrities. Receivers who react favourably to the source generate favourable
thoughts, or source bolsters. Celebrities promote everything from products to services and even social causes.
An example of this is in when the company Nike noticed a talented and young basketball player called
Michael Jordan. This is a classic example of celebrity advertisement. With the future being so unexpected,
using a celebrity to endorse a product and business could bring huge positives or could have immensely
damaging effects but there is no way of predicting which outcome the business will get. Customers will start
to focus on the celebrity rather than the product. Celebrity may overshadow the product: There may be a
chance of the celebrity getting more attention than the product being endorsed, which may lead to consumers
remembering only the celebrity than the product. Idea Summary Over the past 25 years, use of celebrity
endorsement by big-budget advertisers has grown significantly. When celebrities are featured in
advertisements, the message sometimes is more about the celebrity than about the product or service. Social
media has been a major factor recently in driving product sales. Muda et al. Many disadvantages for celebrity
branding could involve the celebrity overshadowing the business or having too much over exposure, other
factors could also include bad image change or public controversy. History[ edit ] This section includes a list
of references , but its sources remain unclear because it has insufficient inline citations. This makes these
forms digital marketing communication an attractive bet for advertisers seeking millennial eyes. Researchers
tested these hypotheses by showing people photos of equally attractive famous and non-famous people
together with photos of products, and comparing their reactions â€” by both neurobiological and behavioural
methods. Brand Recognition is extremely effective in promotional campaigns. Consumers would already have
specific connotations and personal views on the celebrity after negative news about them has surfaced, which
would consequently directly affect that same consumer's image of the company. For example, sales of Nike
golf apparel and footwear doubled after Tiger Woods was signed up on a sponsorship deal.


